A real-time program can be developed by refining a specification into program code. Verification of the timing properties of the program is then usually done at two levels: verification of the ordering of timed actions in the program and proof that execution of the program on a specific system will meet its timing requirements. Refinement is done within a formal model but the second step requires a different framework in which scheduling theory analysis is used and actual program execution times can be taken into account. The implementation of a program on a system is said to be feasible or schedulable if it will meet all the timing deadlines. This paper shows how the feasibility of scheduling a real-time program can also be proved as a step in the refinement of the program from its specification. Verification of this step of refinement makes use of methods from scheduling theory within a formal system development framework.
Introduction
A typical real-time program is required to respond to external events within specified time bounds. For this to be possible, the program must be executed on a system that is sufficiently fast. In general, external events may occur at a rate which can result in more than one process of the program being simultaneously under execution; if, at any time, there are fewer processors in the system than active processes, scheduling decisions must be taken to allocate processors to processes. In the simplest and in practice, the most common case, the processes share a single processor; the processes may then even be combined into a single sequential program with a fixed execution schedule or using internal scheduling actions (e.g. polling). More generally, the processes will be executed under a separate scheduler which assigns processes for execution according to a specified discipline, such as round-robin scheduling or in rate-monotonic order.
Schedulability is the condition under which a scheduler can execute a real-time program on a system and guarantee to meet its deadlines. A deadline is assumed to be a timing constraint between events: e.g. the time between the occurrence of an event and the subsequent dispatch of a response to that event. In this paper, we examine ways of proving that a real-time program is schedulable when it is executed on a particular system under a scheduler, i.e. that the implementation is feasible.
We use a transition system [Kel76, Pnu77] (or an action system [Bac88, CM88] ) as the program model, which consists of a non-empty finite set of state variables associated with a state space, an initial condition, and a finite set of atomic actions (or state transitions). The ideas behind atomic actions can be traced back at least to Floyd's seminal paper [Flo67] in which he characterised programs by their input/output relations. An atomic action in general models a segment of program that behaves as a simple 'primitive' or 'indivisible' action with regard to its environment, while it may possess a 'complicated' internal structure [Bac88] . During the execution of an atomic action, intermediate states will never be observed by the computation outside the atomic action. In other words, during the execution of an atomic action, variables whose values are read by steps of the atomic action can be modified only by other steps inside the atomic action.
For real-time programs, each atomic action of a program is associated with a volatile lower bound L( ) and a volatile upper bound U ( ), meaning that 'action can be performed only if it has been continuously enabled for at least L( ) time units; and must not be continuously enabled for U ( ) time units without being performed'. The Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [Lam94] is used as the specification notation and the proof system for these programs.
Volatile time bounds have been used widely (e.g. [HMP91, AL92, FS94, HMP94, LJJ95] ) to specify the time-criticality of an operation. However, when dealing with pre-emption (interruption) in real-time scheduling, use of volatile time bounds requires a scheduled action to be explicitly divided into smaller actions (or steps) between whose execution pre-emption can occur. Then the feasibility of the program under a scheduler is established by reasoning about this 'step-level' program. This makes it difficult to reason about the results from scheduling theory in a refinement framework.
To overcome this difficulty, it is important to model actions and their pre-emption at a level of abstraction suitable for measuring time intervals and to ensure that pre-emption of an execution respects the atomicity of actions. However, the level should not be so detailed or fine-structured as to make it difficult to prove feasibility. To achieve this, this paper uses persistent time bounds to constrain the cumulative execution time of an action in the execution of a program under a scheduler. The persistent lower bound l( ) for an action means that 'action can be performed (or finished) only if it has been executed by a processor for at least a total of l( ) time units, not necessarily continuously'; the persistent upper bound u( ) means that ' is not executed by a processor for a total of u( ) time units without being completed'. This paper shows how the two kinds of time bounds can be united in a single framework and used for reasoning about the schedulability of real-time programs. Volatile time bounds will be used for describing deadlines, and persistent time bounds will be used to model the behaviour of a real-time program with pre-emptions in its execution.
In TLA, programs and properties are specified as logical formulas. A property of a program is then reasoned about by proving the logical implication of the property by the program specification, and a refined version of a program is verified by proving the logical implication of the specification of the program by that of the refined program. Using this framework, the untimed program, the timing assumptions, and scheduling policies are specified as separate TLA formulas. This makes the specification and verification of different kinds of properties easier to write and understand than if various kinds of properties are mixed together in a whole program specification, or if each kind of property is treated as being part of a separate theory. The usefulness of a unified framework is enhanced through the systematic use of program transformations and timed executions under particular scheduling disciplines are shown to be properties of programs produced by refinement.
Overview
Section 2 introduces the Temporal Logic of Actions and discusses how it is used for program specification, verification, and refinement. Section 3 extends the method given in Section 2 for specification and verification of real-time programs. Volatile time bounds on actions are then characterized. In Section 4, we show how real-time scheduling policies can be specified and combined with the program specification for verification of schedulability of a program. Persistent time bound are introduced and used to characterize pre-emption of actions. Section 5 shows that a feasible schedule of a real-time program is a refinement of the program. This section also develops the rules for proving this step of refinement. Section 6 applies the method and rules to the case of fixed priority scheduling with pre-emption and shows that the verification of this step of refinement makes formal use of methods and results from scheduling theory. A discussion is given in Section 7 about how to link the approach to more general results in scheduling theory.
Program Specification, Verification and Refinement
This section introduces the Temporal Logic of Actions that we use for program specification, verification and refinement. For a given interpretation of the predicate symbols such as "=" and " " and an interpretation of the function symbols such as "+" and "-", an action defines a relation between the values of variables before and the values of primed variables after the execution of the action. To use these formulas for describing state sequences, it requires to define the semantic meaning of such a formula as a function from executions to Booleans. We must first lift the semantics of an action based on pairs of states up to one based on state sequences.
Introducing
Given an infinite sequence = 0 ; A relatively complete proof system is given in [Lam94] , with additional rules for using the logic for reasoning about programs. Every valid TLA formula is provable from the axioms and proof rules of the TLA proof system if all the valid action formulas are provable. As the temporal operators 2 and 3 and the semantic model are the same as those in [MP91] , the rules and methods provided there for verification can also be used.
Program Specification
Definition 1 A program will be represented as an action system (or a transition system) which is a tuple P = (v; x; ; A) consisting of four components: 
Consecution: For all i 0, either i = i+1 (a stuttering step) or there is an action in A such that ( i ; i+1 ) is a -step (a diligent step). In the latter case, we say that a step is taken at position i of .
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Thus a computation either contains infinitely many diligent steps, or a diligent step takes it to a terminating state after which only stuttering steps occur; in this case we say that the computation is terminating.
The set of all the computations of a program is stuttering closed: if an infinite state sequence is a computation of the program, then so is any state sequence obtained from by adding or deleting a finite number of stuttering steps. This stuttering closed property is the key to deal with refinement between two programs.
Notice that in Definition 1, an atomic action in a program is semantically taken just as a binary relation on the states. Therefore, although the actions in the set A are syntactically distinct from each other, we do not require that the actions be mutually disjoint in their semantics, and in particular, one action can semantically be a sub-relation of another. This implies that it is possible that two actions have the same effect on a single state. This does not cause any theoretical problem, as we are to reason about properties of the execution of the program, not the effect of a individual action. In practice, when we use this model to define the semantics of a concurrent program, each atomic action defines a different piece of code of the program. Then the effect of all the actions obtained from the program will be different in any state, as they at least modify different control variables, such as process counter variables, which are usually internal variables.
An atomic action of a program usually changes only a subset of the variables of the program, leaving the others unchanged. For a finite set z of variables, we define unchanged(z) =x
For example, the atomic action in the form of the guarded command x > 0 ?! x := x ? 1 can be described as the action formula
in which x > 0 is the enabling condition (i.e. the guard).
In the examples of this paper, we will simply omit the unchanged part when we specify an action, by assuming it changes the values of only those variables whose primed versions are referred to in the action formula.
To specify stuttering, we define also an abbreviation for an action and a finite set of state variables z:
asserting that a step is either a -step or a step which does not change the values of the state variables z. An infinite state sequence over v satisfies (P) iff there is an infinite state sequence that satisfies (P) and differs from only in the values assigned to the variables x i , i = 1; : : :; n. Formulas (P) and (P) are safety properties, i.e. they are satisfied by an infinite state sequence iff they are satisfied by every finite prefix of the sequence. Safety properties allow computations in which a system performs correctly for a while and then leaves the values of all variables unchanged.
For an action , define the action h i z = ^:unchanged(z). Then we can specify the following fairness properties. The weak fairness condition WF z ( ) says that from any point in an execution, the action must eventually be performed if it remains enabled until it is performed. The strong fairness condition SF z ( ) says that from any point in an execution, the action must be eventually executed infinitely often if it is infinitely often enabled.
The safety specifications (P) and (P) are usually strengthened by conjoining them with one or more fairness properties:
(P)^L and 9x : ( (P)^L)
Refinement Mapping
Definition 2 The relation P l v P h between two programs P l = (v l ; x; l ; A l ) and P h = (v h ; y; h ; A h ) characterises refinement, i.e. that program P l correctly implements P h . Let (P l ) = 9x: l^2 N P l ] v l and (P h ) = 9y: h^2 N P h ] v h be canonical specifications of P l and P h respectively, where x = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g y = fy 1 ; : : :; y m g Then the refinement relation is formalized as
To prove the implication, it is sufficient to define state functionsỹ 1 ; : : :;ỹ m in terms of the variables v l and prove the implication (P l ) ) g (P h ), where g (P h ) is obtained from (P h ) by substitutingỹ i for all the free occurrences of y i in (P h ), for i = 1; : : :; m. The collection of state functionsỹ 1 ; : : :;ỹ m is called a refinement mapping. The substitutions can be applied also to a sub-formula of (P h ). We can understandỹ i as the 'concrete' state function with which P l implements the 'abstract' variable y i of P h .
The proof of the implication can be carried out in two steps:
As N P l is the disjunction of the actions of P l , step-simulation can be proved by showing ) f N P h ] e v l for each 2 A l ; each step of the state transition by P l corresponds to either a diligent step or a stuttering step
The validity of the implication (P l ) ) (P h ) does not imply the existence of a refinement mapping, but in general, a refinement mapping can be found by adding dummy (or auxiliary) variables to specifications [AL91] . Once a refinement mapping is found, the verification of the refinement is straightforward and can be aided by mechanical means (e.g. [EGL92] ). However, finding a refinement mapping may be difficult if it is not known how P l is obtained from P h . On the other hand, knowing how an abstract state variable in P h is implemented by the variables in P l , it is possible to define the mapping between them. Refinement supports step-wise development in which a small number of abstract state variables are refined in each step.
A refinement which preserves the safety properties of P h may not preserve liveness properties. When the liveness property L h of P h needs to be preserved by program P l with a liveness property L l , we have to enhance the implication of (P l ) ) (P h ) to 9x:( (P l )^L l ) ) 9y:
To prove this implication with respect to a refinement mapping, we need, in addition to the initialitypreservation and step-simulation, to prove the liveness preservation:
3 Real-Time Program Specification and Refinement
Real-Time Program Specification
The most common timing constraints over a program require its actions to be executed neither too early nor too late; for example, to use time for the synchronization between a processor and a memory to ensure that a message written is not overwritten before being read, the memory must not execute the read operation too slowly and the processor must not issue the write operation too soon. Let time be represented by the non-negative real numbers 2 R + . Timing constraints over the execution of an action in a program P can be specified by assigning to each action a volatile lower time bound L( ) from R + and a volatile upper time bound U ( ) which is either a value from R + , or the special value 1 which denotes the absence of an upper bound. Any real number in R + is assumed to be less than 1, and the lower bound is assumed not to exceed the upper bound for any action. Both the lower and upper time bounds at the program level are volatile, and thus the semantic interpretation of L and U is that an action can be performed only if it has been continuously enabled for at least L( ) time units; must be performed if it has been continuously enabled for U ( ) time units.
Thus, a real-time program can be represented as a triple P T = hP; L; U i, where P is an 'untimed' program, defined in the previous section, and L and U are functions of the atomic actions of P defining the lower bound L( ) and upper bound U ( ) for any action of P. As in the case of untimed programs, we shall need an exact specification (P T ) of a real-time program P T . We introduce a distinguished state variable now to represent time, and an action to advance time, 8t 2 R + :3(now > t).
Time divergence is also called the Non-Zeno property and ensures that only a finite number of actions can be performed in any finite interval of time. The three assumptions can be combined to specify real-time evolution:
RT = (now = 0)^2 now 0 2 (now; 1)] now^8 t 2 R + :3(now > t)
To preserve the atomicity of the actions in the program, we model the execution of the program in a way that program state and time do not change simultaneously and that a program state can be changed only by program actions, i.e. ) (now 0 = now) for each action of P. Then the conjunction (P)R T specifies the interleaving of program actions and time evolution. The program actions are further constrained by their lower bound and upper bound conditions, and this is done by introducing auxiliary state variables called timers.
Definition 3
Give a program P = (v; x; ; A), let 2 A and be a non-negative real. We define volatile -timer t which is a state variable not in v. The behaviour of the timer t is such that when is enabled from a state in which it was disabled or is taken, t is assigned a clock time of now + units of time:
Volatile(t; 2. the timer t stays unchanged if remains enabled but is not taken place in this step;
3. the timer t is reset to 1 if is disabled in the new state.
Using such a volatile timer t, the property that a -step cannot take place until the time now reaches the clock time t can be defined as:
MinTime(t; ; v) = 2 ) ( 
t now)] v
The conjunction of this formula and Volatile(t; ; ; v) can be used to specify a lower bound condition; and Volatile(t; ; ; v) can be used also for an upper bound when conjoined with the formula:
MaxTime(t) = 2 now 0 t] now The time bound specification B(P T ) for the whole program P T is then the conjunction LB(P T )^UB(P T ). The real-time executions of program P T are exactly specified by
(P T ) = (P)^RT^B(P T )
Hiding the internal variables x and the auxiliary timers, denoted by timer(P T ), gives the canonical specification of P T :
(P T ) = 9x; timer(P T ): (P T )
We must note that the discussion on Definition 1 in Section 2.2 remains valid for real-time programs and that two actions of a program do not have to be mutually disjoint in their semantics. This implies that two syntactically different actions can be associated with different time bounds even though they are semantically equal. Assume there are two such actions 1 and 2 of a real-time program P T . If a step ( i ; i+1 ) in an execution of the untimed program P is both a 1 -step and a 2 -step (and thus it is a 1^ 2 -step), is an execution of the real-time program P T only if meets the time bound specification B(P T ) which implies the time bound conditions for both 1 and 2 . Therefore, the step ( i ; i+1 ) can take place neither too early according to both L( 1 ) and L( 2 ) nor too late according to both U ( 1 ) and U ( 2 ). Obviously, we cannot prevent a programmer from write a program which contains inconsistent timing restrictions although. It is good enough that such an inconsistency can be proven with our methods.
For example, assume that P T has two actions with their time bounds defined below:
Let the initial predicate of this program be x = 0, then there is no execution at all satisfying the timing requirements of this program and the formula (P T ) equals false. This is because that (P T ) implies the following contradicting facts:
1 must be taken before now proceeds beyond 0 (now will eventually be beyond 0 according to NZ ), and 1 being taking implies 2 being taken, but 2 cannot be taken before now reaches 2.
Verification and Refinement of Real-Time Programs
A bounded response property asserts that once a particular property occurs, another specified property must occur within a specified time. For example, the bounded response property ' ; = 8t:2('^now = t ) 3( ^now t + ))
asserts that once ' occurs in an execution, must occur within time units. To prove that the real-time program P T satisfies (or implements) a timing property is to prove the implication of the property by the specification (P) of the program, e.g.
Further, the refinement relation P T l v P T h between the real-time programs P T l and P T h is still defined as the implication (P T l ) ) (P T h ).
To verify this implication, 1. First convert the exact specification of the real-time program, say P T , at each side of the implication:
into the form ^ N] z^N Z , where NZ = 8t 2 R + :3(now > t) and z equals v plus now and the timers, and is obtained from P by conjoining it with the initial conditions on now and the timers. N is an action formula.
2. Then it is sufficient to find a refinement mapping from the state space of P T l , including those of the timers, to the state space of P T h .
3. Check the initiality-preservation and step-simulation, without checking the liveness property NZ because it appears on both sides of the implication.
Scheduling Processes
To model the parallel execution of a program P T , we partition the actions A of P into n sets (processes) p 1 ; : : :; p n . A shared state variable is one which is used by actions in different processes, while a private state variable is used only by the actions in one process. Two actions of P can be executed in parallel if and only if they are not in the same process and do not share variables (shared variables
Notice that does not imply that a process is deterministic as an action may carry out transitions from the same state to different states in different executions, and actions in different processes can be enabled at the same time.
Let the real-time program P T be implemented on a system by assigning its n processes to a set f1; : : :; mg of processors and executing them under a scheduler. Such an implementation is correct if it meets both the functional requirements defined by the actions of P and the timing constraints defined by the time bound functions L and U of P T , and we then say the scheduling is feasible for the program.
Rather than adding scheduling primitives to the programming (specification) language (e.g. as in [Hoo91, HMP94] ), here the program and the scheduler will be modelled and specified in a single semantic model but their correctness will be proved separately. The application of a scheduler to a program on a given set of processors can be described as a transformation of the program, and the schedulability of the program can be determined by reasoning about the transformed or scheduled program.
This transformational approach, and the separation of the program and the scheduler, helps to preserve the independence of the program from scheduling decisions. The programmer does not need to take account of the system and the scheduler until the program is ready to be implemented. This allows investigation of the feasibility of a program under different schedulers and of the effect of a scheduler on different programs. Also, the feasibility of the implementation of a program can be proved by considering a scheduling policy, rather than low-level implementation details.
We shall first describe the functional and timing aspects of a scheduler, and then determine how they affect the execution of the program.
Untimed Scheduling
Assume that a scheduler allocates a process of P for execution by a processor using a submit action, and removes a process from a processor by a retrieve action. We shall say that a process is 'on a processor' if the process has been allocated to that processor.
An atomic action of a process can be executed only when the process is on a processor and the action is enabled. Let the Boolean variable run i , 1 i n, be true if process p i is on a processor. The effect of scheduling is represented by a transformation G(P) in which each atomic action of P in the process p i , 1 i n, is transformed by strengthening its enabling condition by the Boolean variable run i . Let r( ) denote the transformed action of in G(P). Then r( ) = run i^ Therefore, en(r( )) , run i^e n( ), and a process p i is being executed only when it is on a processor and one of its actions is enabled.
A scheduler can be functionally described as an untimed program S whose submit and retrieve actions modify the variables run i , and whose initial condition idle = 8i::run i guarantees that there is no process on any processor. We use a generic parameterized description S(n; m) for a scheduler so that it can be applied to a program P consisting of any number n of processes on a system with any number m of processors. Therefore, a program P of n processes will be implemented by a scheduler S(n; m) for some positive integer m. When n and m are known, we use S to denote S(n; m). Given S(n; m), the scheduling of P by S(n; m) on a set of m processors can be described as a trans-formation I(P; S(n; m)) (which is simply denoted if S, n and m are known). The initial condition of the scheduled program I(P; S(n; m)) is the conjunction of the initial conditions of S(n; m) and P, i.e. idle^ . The actions of I(P; S(n; m)) are formed by the union of the actions of S(n; m) and G(P) and their execution is interleaved.
Definition 4 An execution of I(P; S(n; m)) is a state sequence over the union of the state variables z of the scheduler and the variables v of the program P for which, 1. the initial state 0 satisfies the initial conditions of P and idle of S(n; m), 2. for each step ( j ; j +1 ), one of the following conditions holds: (a) j +1 = j , or (b) j +1 is produced from j by an action in S(n; m), or (c) j +1 is produced by the execution of an action in a process p i whose enabling condition and the predicate run i are both true in j .
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The set of executions of I(P; S(n; m)) is then specified by (I(P; S(n; m))) = idle^ ^2 N G(P) _ N S(n;m) ] (v;z)
We assume that S(n; m) does not change the state of P, i.e. N S(n;m) ) (v 0 = v). This gives us the compositional specification (I(P; S(n; m))) = (S(n; m))^ (G(P))
It can be seen that r( ) ) holds for each action of P. So does (G(P)) ) (P). Hence, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 Given a program P of n processes, for any positive integer m, we have (I(P; S(n; m))) ) (P)
This shows that I(P; S(n; m)) refines P and the transformation I (and thus the scheduler S(n; m))
preserves the functional properties of P.
Timed Scheduling
The timing properties of the executions of I(P; S(n; m)) depend on the number m of processors and their execution speed. Assume that the hard execution time needed for each atomic operation on a processor lies in a real interval l( ); u( )]: that is, if the execution of on a processor starts at time t and finishes at time t + d, then the total execution time for in the interval t; t + d] lies in the interval l( ); u( )]. The functions l and u define the (persistent) time bounds of the actions in G(P), and the real-time program G(P) T = hG(P); l; ui where for each r( ) of G(P), l(r( )) = l( ) and u(r( )) = u( ).
To guarantee that the implementation of P T satisfies its real-time deadlines, the computational overhead of the submit and retrieve actions must be bounded. Let the scheduler S(n; m) have time bounds L S ( ) and U S ( ) for each action of S and let the real-time scheduler be S T .
Definition 5
The real-time scheduled program (or the implementation) of P T under scheduler S(n; m) T on the given system is the composition of G(P) T and S(n; m) T and defined as follows:
I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) = hI(P; S(n; m)); L I(P) ; U I(P) i
where the functions L I(P) and U I(P) are respectively the union 3 of the functions L S and l, and the union of U S and u.
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This definition captures the fact that the execution speed of the processors and the timing properties of the scheduler determine the timing properties of the scheduled program.
As in the general scheduling theory [LL73, JP86, LSD89, BW96], assuming that the actions of the scheduler are not interrupted, the time bounds L S and U S of actions of S can be volatile. However, an execution of a process action may be pre-empted, e.g. under a priority-based pre-emptive scheduler. Thus, the time bounds l and u for the actions in G(P) should in general be persistent. Moreover, in a concurrent program, a pre-empted action may be disabled by the execution of the actions of other processes. When the pre-empted process is resumed, this pre-empted (and disabled) action will not be executed and another enabled action in this process will be selected for execution. For this reason, a persistent -timer t for an action in process p i is defined in the following way.
Definition 6 Given a real-time program P T of n processes p 1 ; : : :; p n , let 2 R + , and be an action in process p i . We define a persistent -timer t for an action as: 4. it is reset either just after a -step is taken or is disabled; and 5. it changes at the same rate as now when is enabled but not run (i.e. en( )^:run i holds), because the time when a process is waiting for the processor or the execution of is pre-empted should not be counted as execution time. We must note that the persistent timers here are introduced as auxiliary variables for modelling preemption and for reasoning about the feasibility of an implementation. They are not for implementing pre-emption to program actions. How an intermediate state at the point of pre-emption is saved and how it is reloaded to the processor when the pre-empted action is resumed its execution are matters of the implementation of the scheduler. For example internal variables can be used to save the intermediate state, including the program and process counters, when the execution of an action is pre-empted. When the execution of pre-empted action is resumed, it will restart from the saved state. The intermediate state must be saved in internal variables that cannot be accessed by any other actions in the program being scheduled in order to preserve atomicity. This is exactly the reason why the state of program may only change instantaneously when the execution of an whole action 2 A completes, and why the persistent timers start to record the time when execution of an action begins.
The conjunction of the defining formula of a persistent u( )-timer T for action and MaxTime(u( )) Persistent(T ; ; u( ); v)^MaxTime(T )
is the specification of the upper persistent time bound condition for action r( ), and this asserts that the -step of the state transition must take place if the accumulated time when has been both enabled and run reaches u( ). Similarly, the lower persistent time bound condition for action is specified by: Persistent(t ; ; l( ); v)^MinTime(t ; r( ); v)
Notice that when there is no pre-emption in the execution of the program, i.e.:
2(en(r( ))^:run 0 i ) (:en( ) _ r( )))
is ensured by the scheduler, the use of a persistent timer of in these two formulas is equivalent to the use of a volatile timer of r( ):
1. Persistent(t; ; ; v) initially sets t to , and keeps resetting t with now + as long as :en(r( )). This is the same as in Volatile(t; r( ); ; v) which sets t to 1 and keeps it unchanged until en(r( )) becomes true and sets it to now 0 + . Hence, the exact specification of the timed scheduled program I(P T ) is (I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) = (I(P; S(n; m)))^RT^B(I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) = (S(n; m))^ (G(P))^RT^B(S(n; m) T 
)^B(G(P) T ) = (S(n; m) T )^ (G(P) T )
The correctness of the timed scheduled program I(P T ; S(n; m)) is determined with respect to the specification of P T , which does not refer to the variables z which are modified by the scheduler S(n; m). These variables (and those which are internal to S) are therefore hidden in the canonical specification
(I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) = 9z:( (S(n; m) T )^ (G(P) T ))
(1)
We shall use this specification in the following section where we consider two ways of applying the transformational approach to real-time scheduling.
Feasible Real-Time Scheduling as Program Refinement
Consider the implementation of a real-time program P T using a real-time scheduler S(n; m) T which satisfies a property (or scheduling policy) specified as a TLA formula '. A proof that this implementation satisfies a high-level timing property , whose only free state variables are now and the external variables of P, can be used as the initial basis from which proofs of more detailed low level properties can be later established. 1 (S(n; m) T ) ) ' 2 9z:('^ (G(P) T )) ) (I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) )
Lemma 1 Let P T be a real-time program with n processes, S(n; m) T a real-time
Proof: Since (S(n; m) T ) ) ', we have (S(n; m) T 
)^ (G(P) T ) ) '^ (G(P) T )
By Premise 2 in the rule, we have
Thus, we have (S(n; m) T )^ (G(P) T ) )
As does not contain free variables in z, we have 9z:( (S(n; m) T )^ (G(P) T )) )
From Equation 1, we have (I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) ) T his lemma shows that treating the effect of scheduling as a transformation of a program specification allows an abstract specification of a scheduler's policy to be used to prove the timing properties of the implementation of a real-time program.
Feasibility: definition and verification
In the context of formal verification, the correctness of a scheduler is concerned with its specification (or its scheduling policy), while feasibility relates the specification of the program P T to be scheduled to the specification of the scheduled program and requires the time bounds of all actions of the former to be met by the latter.
Definition 7
The timed scheduled program I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) is feasible if (I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) ) (P T ) is valid.
|
As before, it is sufficient to find a refinement mapping by which the following implication can be proved:
(I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) ) g (P T )
Assuming that (S T ) ) ', the feasibility of I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) can be proved from Rule R1 as the implication 9z:('^ (G(P) T )) ) (P T )
The method to prove this implication is to find a refinement mapping from the states of the variables x z timer(G(P T )) to the states of the variables x time(P T ), and then by checking the initialitypreservation and step-simulation to prove the implication '^ (G(P) T ) ) g (P T )
As we said in Subsection 2.3, the validity of Implication (2) does not guarantee the existence of such a refinement mapping, and in this case we need to introduce auxiliary variables. Therefore, our first step towards the proof of this implication is to introduce auxiliary (dummy) timers into I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) corresponding to the timers of P T . This can be understood as allowing the scheduler to have a copy of the timers of P T = hP; L; Ui. Every state sequence of I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) which satisfies 9z:('^ (G(P T )) can be extended to a sequence by adding the states of the dummy variables according to the definition D(dummies) which satisfies 9dummies; z:('^ (G(P T )^D(dummies)). On the other hand, every state sequence which satisfies 9dummies; z:('^ (G(P T )^D(dummies)) can be projected to a state sequence of I(P T ; S(n; m) T ), which satisfies 9z:('^ (G(P T )). We therefore have the following lemma.
Lemma 2 Implication (2) is equivalent to
9dummies; z:'^ (G(P) T )^D(dummies) ) (P T )
The second step toward the proof of Implication (2) is to define a refinement mapping. Recall that the internal variables of P are assumed to be x. 
(G(P) T )^D(dummies). Then implication (4) is equivalent to
TimedSched ) g (P T )
From this lemma, we are ready to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Given a real-time program P T , an implementation I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) by a real-time scheduler S(n; m) T that satisfies a property ' is feasible if and only if the following implication hold for each action of P:
TimedSched ) MaxTime(H )^MinTime(h ; ; v)
Proof: Recall that g (P T ) = g (P)^g RT^g B(P T ). Obviously, g RT = RT and g (P) = (P). Also (G(P) T ) implies (G(P)), which in turn implies (P). Therefore, g RT and g (P) can be discarded from the right hand side of the implication in (3), i.e. Implication (5) holds iff the following implication holds:
TimedSched ) g B(P T )
Furthermore, where Q 1 is a state predicate, and Q 0 1 is the action where each occurrence of a state variable in Q 1 is replaced by its primed version.
This rule for proving invariant properties cannot be directly used to establish the properties MaxTime(H ) and MinTime(h ; ; v) for TimedSched in Theorem 2. We have the following theorem to solve this problem.
Theorem 3 For the program, scheduler, and action in Theorem 2, Implication (6) holds iff the following two equations hold
TimedSched ) 2(en( ) ) T H )
TimedSched ) 2(en( ) ) t h ) Theorem 3 has the following corollary.
Corollary 1 Using Theorem 2 and the following two rules, we can establish the feasibility of an implementation of a real-time program.
R3:
TimedSched can be converted into a normal form as the conjunction of a safety property and a liveness property:
^2 N] y^N Z where x and y are sets of variables, is a state predicate, N is an action. From R2 for establishing an invariant property, the following rules R5 and R6 will be used to establish the premises in R3 and R4.
Notice that in general one may not be able to directly prove an invariant of a program without first proving a stronger one such as Q 1 and Q 2 in R5 and R6. 
Scheduling Open Systems
In the model of programs given so far, we have assumed that a real-time program implements the specification of a closed system: values are supplied to the program through the initial values of variables or by executing a nondeterministic input operation.
In many cases, a program is linked to an external environment from which it receives data and to which it must send responses. The appearance of the inputs often follows a timing pattern, for example with periodic or aperiodic repetition. An open system is a pair O = (E; P) consisting of a program P which interacts with an environment E. The set of variables v o of O is the union of the sets x and y of local variables of P and E and the set v of interface variables through which P and E interact. Let program P consist of an initial predicate x over its local variables x and a set of atomic actions on the program variables v p = x v which are partitioned into n 1 processes. Let the environment E consist of an initial predicate over the environment variables v e = y v and a set of atomic actions on the variables v e . Let be an action formula that defines the state transitions by which P changes the values of the interface variables. It is then required [AL92] that
As before, we define (P) = x^2 : ^(x 0 = x) _ N P ] vp and (P) = 9x: (P) (E) = ^2 ^(y 0 = y) _ N E ] v e and (E) = 9y: (E)
The specification (O) of an open system O = (E; P) then defines the condition under which the system guarantees the property (P) if the environment satisfies the assumption (E).
(O) = (E) ) (P)
The conjunction (E)^ (P) describes the closed system consisting of P and its environment E and is 9x; y:
and this reduces to (E)^ (P l ) ) (P h )
The program and its environment can be treated as the real-time programs P T = hP; L; U i and E T = hE; L e ; U e i respectively. Since time is global to both the program and the environment, it needs not be advanced by both of them. As in [AL92] , we choose to let the program advance time and define:
(E T ) = 9y; timer(E T ): (E)^B(E T )
The real-time open system O T = (E T ; P T ) is specified by 4
(O T ) = (E T ) ) (P T )
A real-time property ' of an open system O T = (E T ; P T ) states that program P T guarantees the property ' under the environment assumption E T , and it is reasoned about by proving the implication
In a real-time environment E T , implementation of a real-time program P T by a scheduler S T on a set of processors can be still described by transformation I(O T ; S(n; m) T ) = (E T ; I(P T ; S(n; m) T )), in which I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) is the same as defined in Section 4.2 for a closed system, and z denotes the variables which may be changed by the scheduler.
The feasibility of the implementation relies on proving the refinement relation I(O T ; S(n; m) T ) v O T , i.e. the implication (I(O T ; S(n; m) T )) ) (O T ; S(n; m) T )
or equivalently on proving (E T )^ (I(P T ; S(n; m) T )) ) (P T )
By this definition of the feasibility for an implementation of an open system, we can introduce the dummy timers dummies into I(P T ; S(n; m) T ) in the same as we did in Subsection 5.1 for a closed program.
Then the lemmas and theorems of that subsection still hold for open systems if we redefine the formula
Timedsched by conjoining it with (E)^B(E T ). Therefore Rules R1-R6 apply also to open systems with this modification.
Example: Fixed Priority Scheduling With Preemption
The techniques presented in the previous subsections can be used to produce results similar to those obtained using scheduling theory. We demonstrate this by proving the feasibility condition given in [BW96] for implementing a set of independent tasks using fixed priority scheduling with pre-emption.
Consider an open system O = (E; P) where program P consists of n independent processes (or tasks) which are represented by the atomic actions 1 ; : : :; n . The environment E is used to represent the actions of releasing (or invoking, or activating) the tasks periodically. In general, these actions may be clock events or external events to which the processes need to respond. Let i be the period of i , for i = 1; : : :; n.
Specification of the program
To specify the system in TLA, let inv i and com i be integer variables representing the number of invocations and completions of each task i. From the rules for proving an invariant in TLA, this implication holds if D i < i . It must now be shown that an implementation of the program P T on a uniprocessor system is feasible.
Specification of the scheduling policy
Let the system be implemented on a single processor using a pre-emptive, fixed-priority scheduler 5 ; assume that there is no scheduling overhead. Let i have a higher priority than j if i < j . Let g i denote the enabling condition of task i , and hr i assert that i has the highest priority among the current enabled (or ready) tasks:
g i = inv i > com i hr i = g i^8 j < i::g j 5 Specifications of various scheduling policies can be found in [LJJ95] .
Then the scheduler, denoted by S T = hS; L; U i, can be specified as follows: This condition can be shown to be necessary by finding an execution in which a task misses its deadline if the condition does not hold. However, to prove formally that the condition is sufficient, we need to prove the following refinement. By Implication (10) in Section 5.2, this is equivalent to showing that the following holds.
where D(dummies) and the refinement mapping are as defined in Section 6.4 .
Before proving (12), let us discuss how the persistent timer T i is used to predict the completion time of an invocation of task i by considering its first invocation.
As a special case, consider any time now before the completion of the first invocation of task i (i. 
Assume is the time already spent on i up to now. Then now = Comp(i; now) +
As T i has been persistent during the time when tasks of higher priorities are being executed, we have T i = Comp(i; now) + C i
Thus, T i = now + (C i ? ) predicts that the cumulative time needed to complete i after now will not exceed C i ? ; this time may be divided into smaller units whose sum is T i . For the first invocation of i to be completed before its deadline, T i should never exceed H i (which is always equal to D i before the completion of i ).
We say a formula ' has a predicate Q as an invariant if ' ) 2Q is provable from the logic. Thus, we need to prove that the left hand side (or LHS(12)) of Implication (12) It is easy to check that these invariants hold for i = 1. Assume that they hold for some i ?1, where i 1.
We prove they hold for i. Take the case when H i = D i for the first invocation of i , i.e. the execution of the first invocation of i .
(The proof of the general case is very similar.)
For the special case, the lemma is rewritten as follows: The proof of Theorem 4 follows Rule R5 in Section 5.1 in a straightforward way from this Lemma.
Discussion
The example in Section 6 deals with independent periodic tasks with fixed priorities. The method in scheduling theory used for these tasks has been extended to deal with communicating tasks. For example, tasks may communicate with each other asynchronously through a protected shared object (PSO) [BW96] . These tasks may be periodic or sporadic. For a scheduler with ceiling priorities, the worst response time R i for a task i can be calculated by the recurrence relation
where B i is the worst blocking time for i by a task of lower priority, and j is the minimum inter-arrival time of task j (which is the period of j if j is periodic).
In the feasibility analysis of fault-tolerant real-time tasks [BDP95] , the recurrence relation for the worst response time R i for a task i has been extended to deal with fault-tolerant tasks. There four different methods for fault-tolerance are discussed: re-execution of the affected task, forward recovery, recovery blocks, and checkpointing and backward recovery. In the case of fault-tolerance by re-execution, the response time R i for a task i can be calculated by the recurrence relation The formal method for scheduling analysis presented in this paper can also deal with these kinds of tasks in a similar way. This allows us to combine this work with our previous work on fault-tolerance and realtime [Liu91, LJ93, LJ94, LJ96] , which formally treat re-execution, forward recovery, recovery blocks, and checkpointing and backward recovery using the model of this paper, to provide the means of formally dealing with real-time program refinement, fault-tolerance and schedulability in a single and consistent framework.
Conclusions
Formal verification of the functional and timing properties of a real-time program requires a logical framework in which such properties can be specified and reasoned about. In many practical cases, such programs are executed under a scheduler whose actions control the program's execution and thus its timing properties.
Scheduling theory provides powerful techniques for determining the timing properties of a restricted class of real-time programs; however, it does not provide any means of verifying functional properties. So such methods must be augmented by more traditional program verification techniques, but these use a different analytical framework, making it hard to relate the results in a rigorous way. This is particularly important when mechanised verification is to be performed and the program's properties certified, as is necessary in many safety-critical applications.
In a previous paper [LJJ95] , we showed how the schedulability of a real-time program could be established in a logical framework very similar to that used here. An important observation that can be made about that work is that to simplify verification it is useful to reduce the number of operations by specifying them at as high a level as possible. However, for accurate verification of timing properties it is necessary to have a fine level of granularity in the time bounds for each operation and each deadline: this would require specifying operations at as low a level as possible, so that pre-emption can be precisely modelled and the timing properties related to those obtained from scheduling theory.
We address this issue in this paper by providing two kinds of timers: volatile timers that are required to be continuously enabled, and persistent timers that sum the duration for which they are enabled. The use of persistent timers allows the timing effects of lower-level operations, like pre-emption, to be considered abstractly and at a higher-level. It no longer matters exactly when an operation is pre-empted; what is important is the time for which it executed before pre-emption and the time for which it is pre-empted. Thus an operation may be pre-empted a number of times and still make use of a single persistent timer to record its timing properties.
The use of two kinds of timers solves a problem that has been the cause of a major restriction in the application of formal verification methods in the validation of real-time programs. It makes it feasible to use automated verification for such programs at the specification level, allowing timing properties to be considered well before the details of the implementation have been finalised. Naturally, once the implementation is complete, scheduling analysis will still be required to validate and provide independent certification of the timing properties.
The method presented in this paper is independent of a programming language. Also, both the program and the scheduler specifications can be refined, with feasibility and correctness being preserved at each step. This has the great advantage that proving feasibility does not first require the code of the program to be developed.
Recently, there have been other approaches to formalising real-time scheduling. Using the Duration Calculus [ZHR91], Zhou Chaochen et al [ZHRR92] have also separately specified a scheduler and a program.
However, the Duration Calculus does not yet have powerful verification methodologies for program refinement. Work is currently underway towards building such tools [LRL97, LRL98] . In [LZ95] , a case study is given in a 'scheduling-oriented model for real-time systems' called TAM and this approach suffers from the same drawbacks as [LJJ95] . In a different framework, using timed CCS, [JJ96] deals with dynamic scheduling in the presence of faults by modelling resources and schedulers as processes. This serves well as a model but event-based process algebras tend to have a very different syntax to most traditional programming languages; it is possible to consider extensions to this work which make use of persistent timers and this would enable pre-emption to be modelled.
There are many advantages to using a single, consistent treatment of timing, schedulability and faulttolerance. Not only does it allow a unified view to be taken of the functional and non-functional properties of programs and a simple transformational method to be used to combine these properties, it also makes it possible to use a uniform method of verification. Verification of schedulability within a proof framework will inevitably be more cumbersome than using a simple schedulability test from scheduling theory. However, the use of a common framework means that during formal verification, schedulability can be a theorem whose verification is not actually done within the proof theory but instead by invoking an oracle or decision procedure which uses scheduling theory for rapid analysis.
